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NONCOMMUTATIVE ELEMENTARY DIVISOR RINGS 

B. V. Zabavskii UDC 512.552.12 

Elementary divisor rings have been studied by many authors [i, 2]. However, the struc- 
ture of these rings in the noncommutative case has been little studied. In this article 
we obtain a description of a class of noncom~nutative domains of elementary details. It 
is known that the class of domains of elementary details is contained in the class of Besou 
domains [i]. Therefore, unless we state otherwise, by a ring we shall always mean a Besou 
ring with unity, i.e., a domain in which any finitely generated one-sided ideal is a prin- 
cipal one-sided ideal. Moreover, we shall only consider Besou domains which are not prin- 
cipal ideal domains, and we shall also exclude Besou domains in which there do not exist 
any atoms. All the necessary definitions and facts are contained in [i-4]. 

i. Maximally Nonprincipal Ideals. Cohen [5] proved that any ideal of a commutative 
ring which is maximal in the set of nonprincipal ideals is a prime ideal. In exactly the 
same way as in [5], we prove the following result for the noncommutative case. 

Proposition i. Any right (left) nonprincipal ideal of the ring R is contained in at 
least one right (left) ideal, which is maximal in the set of right (left) nonprincipal ideals. 

Definition i. A right (left) ideal of the ring R, which is maximal in the set of right 
(left) nonprincipal ideals, is called a maximally nonprincipal right (left) ideal. 

Definition 2. A two-sided ideal of the ring R, which is maximally nonprincipal both 
as a right and as a left ideal, is called a maximally nonprincipal ideal. 

Definition 3. A two-sided ideal P of the ring R is called totally prime, if the factor- 
ring R/P is an integral domain. 

THEOREM i. If a maximally nonprincipal right ideal of the ring R is two-sided, then 
it is totally prime. 

Proof. Let N be a maximally nonprincipal right ideal of the ring R, which is two-sided. 
If R/N is not an integral domain, then there exist a 6 R~N, b 6 R~N, such that ab6 N. 
Therefore, the right ideal ] = {x/x 6 R, ax 6 N} contains the ideal N and the element b. More- 
over, the inclusion N c J is strict, and in view of our assumption about N, the right ideal 
J is principal. Let J = oR. Since a ~ N, then analogously N + aR = dR, where d 6 R\N. 
Now for some n 6N and r6R we have the equation d = n + at. Since N c dR, then any element 
m6N can be written in the form m = ds, where s 6 R. Bearing this in mind, we obtain m = 
ds = (n + or)s = ns + ars. Hence it follows that a(r's) = m - ns 6N, i.e., rs 6 J. There- 
fore, rs = ct for some t6R, and by the same token m = ns + 021. We have shown that N c 
nR + a cR. But n6 N and 026 N, and thus nR + u cR ~ N. Therefore N = nR + acR is a finitely 
generated right ideal. Since the ring R is a Besou domain, N is a principal right ideal, 
which contradicts the choice of the ideal N. The theorem is proved. 

Definition 4. An element of a ring is called an atom, if it is noninvertible and can- 
not be written in the form of a product of two noninvertible elements. The element a in 
the ring R, a ~ 0, is called factorial, if it is noninvertible and can be written in the 
form a = blb 2 ... bn, where b i are atoms. If a = clc 2 ... Cm , where the elements cj are 
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atoms, then m = n and the elements b i and cj are similar, according to some predetermined 
unique correspondence between them. 

THEOREM 2. Let a be a nonlnvertible element of the ring R, which is not contained 
in any maximally nonprincipal right or left ideal. Then a is a factorial element of R. 

Proof. Clearly, the right module R/aR is nonzero and each submodule of it is cyclic. 
Therefore the union of any increasing chain of proper submodules of R/aR is a cyclic module; 
therefore any such chain terminates. Thus the module R/aR is Noetherian.--Analogously, 
R/R a is also a Noetherian module. We prove that the module R/aR is alsoArtinian. Let miR 
m2R ~ ... ~ msR be an arbis descending chain of submodules of the module R/uR. By Emmy 
Noether's second isomorphism theorem, this chain corresponds to the chain of right ideals 
R D aIR m a2R D ... D as R D .... where ai R mar and aR/ai+~R = R/miR for any i = i, 2 .... 
Bearing in mind the latter, we see that u=aib~, i = I, 2, ..., for some sequence of ele- 
ments b i 6R, i = i, 2, ... Since ai+ib~+1=aib i and a~ + i = aici, where c i e R, then 
ai(cibi+ I - b i) = 0 for each i = i, 2, ... But a i ~ 0 and, moreover, b i = cibi_1, i '= i, 
2, ... We obtain an ascending chain of left ideals Rb I c Rb 2 c ... c Rb s c .... each of 
which contains Ra. In view of this, we have an ascending chain of submodules R/Ra, Rbl/Rac 
Rb~/Rar'- ..cRbJRa which terminates at some stage, for example p. Therefore, Rbp = Rbp+1. 
Since a = aibi, then apR =ap+iR ..... Thus we have proved that mDR = mD+IR = ... This proves 
that the module R/aR is Artinian. We have proved that the module R/aR has a composition 
series. Therefore the element a can be written in the form of the product of a finite num- 
ber of atoms and, moreover, this can be done uniquely. The theorem is proved. 

The following statement is easily proved. 

Proposition 2. The element a of the ring R is an atom if and only if the ideal aR 
(Ra) is a maximal right (left) ideal~ 

The next theorems follow from Proposition 2 and Theorem i. 

THEOREM 3. Any factorial element of the ring R is not contained in any maximally non- 
principal ideal. 

THEOREM 4. Let R be a ring in which each right maximal ideal is a principal right 

ideal. If for any atom m 6 R we have the condition ~m~R=O, then R does not contain any 

maximally nonprincipal ideals, k=l 

Proof. Let N be an arbitrary maximally nonprincipal ideal of R. Then there exists 
an atom p6R such that N c pR. Clearly, pqN. If now psi6 N, then by Theorem 1 s I 6N. 
Thus for any nonzero a6N we have the sequence a = psl, s I 6N; s I = ps2, s26N. Moreover, 

a = ps I = p=s 2 = p3s 3 = ... Therefore, a6~pkR. Hence it follows that a = 0. Thus N = 
k=! 

0 is a principal ideal, which contradicts the choice of N. 

Proposition 3. Let R be a ring with a unique maximally nonprincipal ideal N, and sup- 
pose there do not exist any other one-sided maximally nonprincipal ideals. Then N coin- 
cides with the set of all nonfactorial, noninvertible elements of the ring. The factor- 
ring R/N is a domain of principal one-sided ideals. 

The proof of Proposition 3 is obvious, in view of Theorems 1 and 3. 

Proposition 4. Let R be a ring satisfyin E the condition of Theorem 3. Then all the 
noninvertible one-sided divisors of any factorial element are themselves factorial. 

Proposition 5. If the ring R satisfies the conditions of Proposition 3, then for any 
elements a and b E R, it follows from the fact that a 6N, b~N, that a + b is a factorial 
element of R. 

Definition 5. The superboundary of a one-sided ideal of an arbitrary ring is the two- 
sided ideal equal to the intersection of all the two-sided ideals which contain it. 

In the following obvious propositions, the ring is not assumed to be a Besou domain. 

Proposition 6. For any element a of the ring R, the superboundaries Of the left and 
right principal ideals generated by the element a coincide. 
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Proposition 7. If a = bcdR, then the superboundary of the right ideal a R is contained 
in the superboundary of the right ideal cR. 

Proposition 8. Each proper right (left) ideal has a proper superboundary if and only 
if each maximal right (left) ideal of a ring is two-sided. 

For an arbitrary one-sided ideal ~, we denote by ~. its superboundary. If for the 
element a in the ring R the superboundary is a principal two-sided ideal, then we denote the 
generator of (aR), by a.~. 

Definition 6. The element a z 0 of the ring R is called invariant, if aR = Re. The 
set of all invariant elements of R is denoted by ~ (R). 

Proposition 9. Let R be a ring in which any one-sided ideal generated by any non- 
factorial element has a principal proper superboundary. Then any nonzero, nonfactorial ele- 
ment a6R can be written in the form a = bc, where O6~(R) and c is a factorial or in- 
vertible element of the ring. 

Proof. Clearly, a----a,c, where a, 6 ~ (R). In view of the definition of the two-sided 
ideal a,R, the right ideal cR does not have a principal proper superboundary. Thus, c is a 
factorial or invertible element. 

2. Elementary Divisor Rings. Everywhere in this section R will be a Besou domain, 
satisfying the conditions of Proposition 3, in which any nonfactorial element has a prin- 
cipal proper superboundary, i.e., a proper principal two-sided ideal. We recall that the 
element a is called a total divisor of the element b z 0, if RbR ~ Ra N aR. The matrices 
A and B over R are called equivalent if there exist invertible matrices P and Q such that 
A ffi PBQ. We say that the matrix A has diagonal reduction if there exists a diagonal matrix 
equivalent to A, in which any element is a total divisor of the following element. The ring 
R is called an elementary divisor ring if any matrix over R has a diagonal reduction. 

Denote by A~ the superboundary of the right ideal generated by all the elements of the 
matrix A. 

THEOREM 5. If A and B are equivalent matrices over R, all of whose elements are non- 
factorial, then A m ffi B~. c. 

Proof. Clearly, it is sufficient to prove the. theorem for the matrices A=(. ut- 0]," 
\o c 

B=(d 0)6R2. Since B ffi PAQ, then d = ulavl + rlbt I + slcpl, k ffi u2av 2 + rabt 2 
/ 

+ s 2 c p 2 ,  

s = usav 3 + rsbt 3 + sscp3. On the basis of Proposition 7 we have d...R c a.~R + b,R + c,R, 
k,R c_a,R + b,R + c,R, s c_ a,R + bee + ceR, and thus d,R + k,R + s c_ ~,R + b,R + ceR. 
Since the matrices P and Q are invertible, then analogously a,R + b,R + ceR --= d.~R + k,R + 
s Hence a,R + b,R + c,R = k,R + s + d,R. 

THEOREM 6. Let A = (aij) be a matrix over the domain R. If at least one element of 
the matrix A is factorial, then there exists a matrix B equivalent to A, where B = 

C , where f is a foctorial element which is a total divisor of all the elements of 

the matrix C. 

Proof. Permutation of the columns and rows leaves the given factorial element fixed 
in the place (i, I). We replace this element successively by the greatest common left di- 
visor (g.c.l.d.) of the elements al I and a1~. , and then by the g.c.l.d, of the new element 
a,1 and the element a13 , etc. Bearing in mind Proposition 4, these new elements are fac- 
torial elements and, moreover, their length (i.e., the number of atomic divisors) is de- 
creasing. Analogously, we make this transformation on the first column of the matrix thus 
obtained; here the first row of the new matrix may again become nonzero, but this is only 
possible when the length of the element an 
of the element an , we reduce A to the form 

is decreasing. Using induction on the length 

l a~ 0... 0 

! ). C 
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Using the operations of adding to a column (row) a right (left) multiple Of another 
column (row), and again replacing the element an successively by the g.l.c.d. (g.r.c.d.) 
of the element an and the transformed element, we decrease the length of the element a, t. 
This process can clearly continue until our required element lies in the place (i, i). To 
complete the proof, we note that all these operations on the matrix A correspond to multi- 
plication of the matrix on the right and the left by various invertible matrices. 

In the future we shall need the following result. 

Proposition 10. Let a be any invariant element of the domain R, and let P be any in- 
vertible matrix. Then there exists an invertible matrix Q such that Q diag(a .... , a) = diag 

. . . . .  a)  P .  

THEOREM 7. Let R be a Besou domain, in which for any finite set of nonfactorial ele- 
ments ai , i = I, 2, ..., n, there exists an invariant element a, such that a i =a[i, where 
fi is a factorial element. Then R is an elementary divisor domain. 

Proof. Let A = (aij) be an (m x n) matrix over R. Bearing in mind Theorem 6, it is 
sufficient to prove the theorem when all the elements of A are nonfactorial. In view of the 
definition of the domain R, there exists an invariant element a such that aij = aft j, where fij 
are factorial elements of R. Bearing this in mind, we can write the matrix A in the form 
A = B'C, where B =diag(a ..... ~, C=(~ij). Using induction on the number max (m, n), we see that 
the matrix C, and thus also the matrix A, has diagonal reduction, in view of Theorem 6. 

Let a be any invariant element of the ring R and let S be the set of all two-sided 
ideals which are strictly contained in the ideal aR. Clearly, S is an inductive set with 
respect to the ordering by inclusion of ideals. On the basis of Zorn's lemma, we have the 
following result. 

Proposition ii. Any element of the set S is contained in some maximal two-sided ideal 
of S. 

Definition 7. A maximal two-sided ideal in S of the ring R is called a maximal com ~ 
ponent of the element a. 

THEOREM 8. If for any noninvertible invariant element of the ring R thenumber of maxi- 
mal components is finite, then R is an elementary divisor ring. 

Proof. Bearing in mind [5], it is sufficient to prove the theorem for upper tri- 
angular matrices. Let A = (aij) be an arbitrary upper triangular (m x n)-matrix, all of 
whose elements are nonfactorial, and let Ae = GR. Denote by M(a11) the set of maximal com- 
ponents of the element a, which contain the superboundary of the element ~ii. If M(all) = 
@, then ail =aaii for any i, j, where on the basis of Proposition 9, a'11 is a factorial ele- 
ment. Then the matrix A can be written in the form A = B'C, where B = diag(a,a ..... ~, C = 
(a'ij'). On the basis of Theorems 6 and 7, using induction on max (m, n) we prove that the 
matrix C, and thus also the matrix A, has diagonal reduction. Let M(aII) z @ and let MI be 
the first element of the set M(a11). It is easily seen that in the first column of the 
matrix A there exists at least one element ail, whose superboundary does not belong to Ml, 
since the superboundaries of all the elements of the matrix A cannot simultaneously belong 
to M I. Consider the ideals Ran +Rai,=Rdtl. Clearly, di1~M I. Replacing the element all 
successively by the g.c.r.d, of the elements all and ail and then by the g.c.r.d, of the new 
element all and asl, etc., we transform the matrix A into a new matrix, for which dil = 0, 
i ~ i, (d11)~Ml. Continuing this process, after a finite number of steps we obtain a ma- 
trix B = (bij) , equivalent to A, for which M(bll) = 0. 

It is easily seen that the matrix B, and thus also the matrix A, has a diagonal reduc- 
tion. If at least one element of the matrix A is factorial, then by Theorems 6 and 7, using 
induction on max (m, n), it is easily shown that the matrix A has a diagonal reduction. 

3. Examples of Besou Domains. Let K be a principal ideal domain with unity, and let 
F be a two-sided skew field of relations in the domain K. In the ring of formal power series 
with commuting variable x over the skew field F, consider the subring R, containing all the 
series with free term in K. Analogously to the commutative case [4] we see that R is a Besou 
domain with a unique maximally nonprincipai ideal, and there do not exist any other maximal- 
ly nonprinclpal one-sided ideals in R. An example of a ring satisfying the conditions of 
the theorems is the ring thus constructed of formal power series, where K is a subring of 
the Hamiltonian quaternion algebra, consisting of elements of the form l . ao+i .a ,+] .~+  
k.aa, where all the coefficients a are either integers or halves of odd integers. 
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MIXED PRODUCT OF EVOLUTIONARY MULTIPLICATIVE SYSTEMS 

WITHOUT CONTINUITY CONDITIONS 

T. V. Karataeva UDC 519.21 

In this paper we extend the investigations started in [1-3], and use the notation and 
definitions adopted there. 

THEOREM i. Let ys t and Vst be a-semigroups without common points of discontinuity at 
which one of the semigroups is left-discontinuous and the other is right-discontinuous. Then 
there is a limit 

rn~ 

�9 -- 'k '4 , (i) hm ~ ytk_lt)tk_l ~. ~s, 
6n~O k=l  

which does not depend on the sequence of partitions An[S , t], and this limit as a function 
of s and t is an a-semigroup. Moreover, we have 

m?l m n 

( )~ = lira [7 E) (Yt~_lVtk_ I + E) = (wtk_l 4-  = l i m  l l  " tk tk 
6n'*0 k = l  6n~0  k= l  

tk t k 
= lim ['I (Y~k-1 (lgtk--I - -  E) + E) = lim ['] t,, ,k ((x,~_~ -- E) s E) (u,~_, -- + = 

~n--O k=l  6n'0 k=l  

m n 
tk  t k 

= lim ['] ((X,k_, - -  E) vtk_, + E). 
6n~O k = l  

(2) 

Here, to be definite, we consider left m-semigroups and so the product H is taken in the 
order of increase of the index k from left to right, and Xst = D'1(y)s t, Ust = D-1(V)s t. 

Proof. It is sufficient to show that for any ~ > 0 on a given interval [s, t] c [0, T] 
there is a 6n(8)=max(lh -- tk_ I) such that for arbitrary partitions Ak[S, t] D An[S , t] we 

k 

have 

mn m n Mk 

[ x,,,~ 
k= l  k = l  i = !  

(3) 

(Here the superscripts n and k of the points tkn and sik of the partitions An[S, t] and 
Ak[tk-~, tk], respectively, are omitted for simplicity.) For it follows from this fact that 
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